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ABSTRACT
The meteorological situation of coastal regions is strongly influenced by the shoreline and by topographic relief. In
this instance, we have learned how to take water and land influences into account when predicting changes in meteorology. But we have now stepped beyond the standard meteorological view of coasts affecting air through their complexity, to a new awareness that deposition from the air affects the coastal environment. It is along the coasts that the terrestrial,
aquatic, and atmospheric media come into most intimate contact, and where any one of them can affect any other. The
importance of the interaction is becoming even more apparent as the population of coastal areas continues to grow, and
as demands for energy, food, and recreation are growing even faster. The interactions among the terrestrial, aquatic, and
atmospheric media are central in considerations of what must be done to protect an increasingly stressed coastal environment from what could soon be irreversible damage. To generate the understanding necessary to underpin regulations
and emissions control strategies, accurate models of pollutant behavior in all of the media must be constructed, and these
must then be integrated to protect against the imposition of ineffective controls. The challenges for the atmospheric sciences are daunting. Not only must atmospheric deposition become a focus of attention, but mesoscale models must be
constructed to provide the spatial information that existing coarse monitoring networks are incapable of providing alone.

1 • Introduction
It is along the coasts that some of the most challenging environmental problems are emerging, because it is there that land, water, and air come into
contact in a way such that pollution in one medium
will surely affect each of the others. Air pollution is
no longer the dominant ogre. Instead, the major fears
relate to the accelerating illness of aquatic habitats,
with fisheries declining, estuaries eutrophying, and
disruptive algal blooms abounding. Our society is at
risk of losing the pleasurable and life-sustaining
coastal environment on which we have come to rely,
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and this loss will be due to our own activities and the
pollution generated by them.
The pollution of relevance is largely a product of
combustion in some form, including life processes. We
must consider the way in which earth, air, and water
interact, all under the influence of the products of fire.
This consideration must not be limited to a search for
better understanding but must extend to the design of
improved and more multifaceted environmental protection and control policies. It must do so under a bureaucratic system that has evolved to have little cross
talk between media specialists; in consequence, we
risk imposing emissions controls and regulations that
are doomed to failure because they assume the need
for controls in one particular medium when the problems lie (partially, at least) in another.
Thus, the Aristotelian view of the universe—centered around earth, wind, water, and fire—is of intriguing relevance.
A key to the transmedia aspects of the multidisciplinary problem of our coastal environment and
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its sustainability is the accurate description of surface fluxes of pollutants from the air. We must learn
how to measure these fluxes and how to describe
them in models. After half a century of slow but methodical development, this science is reaching maturity just as environmental concerns are calling for its
products.
2. The role of atmospheric deposition
along the U . S . east coast

work has reinforced that approximation and has
extended the geographic area of its applicability from
Maine to Florida. However, it is the mid-Atlantic coast
where most of the atmospheric nutrient loading seems
to be focused. At this time, there are urgent multiagency efforts under way to improve the quantification of the role of atmospheric deposition in estuarine
nitrogen loadings. The nitrogen compounds of interest derive mostly from burning fossil fuel (in automobiles, as well as in power plants and industry) and from
agricultural practices.

Nitrogen and phosphorous serve as nutrients that
cause accelerated growth of submerged plant life in 3 . The Chesapeake Bay example
water bodies. An end product of the processes initiated by this growth is depletion of dissolved oxygen
Contemporary estimates are that deposition from
in the water, anoxia, which in turn leads to eutrophi- the atmosphere may contribute 25%-^l0% of the nucation. A fear that concerns atmospheric deposition trients causing eutrophication of Atlantic estuaries, as
scientists at this time is that atmospheric deposition is evident in the estimates of Table 1. However, the
of nitrogen from distant as well as local sources might picture is clouded by several key problems. One comwell be promoting eutrophication of coastal waters.
plexity of current concern is that it is not only inorAtmospheric deposition occurs by two major ganic nitrate that is deposited from the air, it is also
mechanisms: wet and dry deposition. Wet deposition organic nitrogen and ammonium. The biosphere reacts
is mostly a result of cloud processes that scavenge differently to the different types of nitrogen that enter
pollutants from the air and deposit them in falling rain it. It is not yet clear what part of the atmospheric depo(snow, etc.). Dry deposition involves the turbulent sition loading is most important, or when and how it
and gravitational transfer of pollutants from the air to is important, but it is clear that the assessments that
the underlying surface, unaccompanied by atmospheric are now urgently needed cannot be completed withprecipitation. Wet deposition can be sampled by collect- out including careful consideration of all of the atmoing and analyzing falling precipitation (see Sisterson spheric deposition components.
et al. 1990). There is no equivalent collector for dry deposition, because the
physical, chemical, and biological charTABLE 1. Estimates of the contribution of the atmosphere to the total nitrogen
acteristics of the local surface control the
loadings of selected coastal ecosystems (after Valigura et al. 1996).
uptake of pollutants and these cannot be
reproduced or simulated artificially.
Location
Loading
Reference
There are, however, methods for deriving dry deposition information, but these
Narragansett Bay, RI
12%
Hinga et al. (1991)
are costly and somewhat contentious (see
Hicks 1986). Dry deposition remains a
Waquoit Bay, MA
29%
Valiela etal.(1991)
major area of scientific controversy. It is
New York Bright, NY
Hinga et al. (1991)
38%
often assumed that dry deposition is approximately the same as wet deposition,
Delaware Bay, DE
Scudlark and Church (1993)
15%
and this has indeed been supported by
studies in some areas. In general no such
Chesapeake Bay, MD
Linker et al. (1993)
27%
broad generality seems defensible.
Paerl and Fogel (1994)
Albemarle-Pamlico Sounds, NC
38%
Ten years ago, it was claimed that about
one-third of the nitrogen nutrients enterZarbock et al. (1994)
Tampa Bay, FL
28%
ing the Chesapeake Bay were of atmospheric origin (Fisher et al. 1988; Fisher
Average
27 ± 9%
and Oppenheimer 1991). Subsequent
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Part of the atmospheric deposition is as ammonium, delivered directly to the water surface, mainly
in sudden intensive bursts, when it rains. The deposition of ammonium is of special interest because it is a
preferred form of nitrogen for most species. The
picture that arises is one of a stressed habitat intermittently and irregularly affected by a burst of ammonium. We need to find out whether this constitutes
only an ecological irritant or, perhaps, a trigger of
deeper effects.
The issue of ammonium deposition has become a
consideration in the context of recent outbreaks of
Pfiesteria piscicida and similar fish-eating organisms
in East Coast estuaries. Figure 1 illustrates the possible
importance of atmospheric deposition in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. The data are derived from an the
Atmospheric Integrated Research Monitoring Network (AIRMoN) station (see below) located near State
College, Pennsylvania, this being one of the few stations where wet and dry deposition measurements are
nearly collocated. The site is within the watershed but
sufficiently distant from the bay itself that little of the
deposition will actually be transmitted to the water
body. The data shown in Fig. 1 are fairly representative of sites in the mid-Atlantic coastal region. On the
average, atmospheric deposition of nitrogen to areas
of the mid-Atlantic coast ranges from about 7 to
11 kg ha -1 yr-1, with a considerable year-to-year variation. For deposition directly to the water surface, first
principles would suggest that the dry deposition rate
would be somewhat lower than that evident in Fig. 1.
As yet, there are no measurements of dry and wet
deposition to the water surface of any estuary along
the eastern seaboard, and consequently all assessments
are vulnerable. Most often, models are used to provide
the information that is needed (e.g., Dennis 1997).
Figure 2 shows how periods of wet deposition to
the lower Chesapeake Bay correlate with periods of
reported fish kills during the third quarter of 1997. It
is not the present intent to attribute the fish kills to
atmospheric ammonium effects, or to nitrogen
overenrichment due to atmospheric sources, but instead to point out that the atmosphere plays a role of
some form, yet to be determined. It is obvious that
rainfall washes nutrients from the land surrounding
bays and estuaries, and that some of this nutrient flows
into the water body. It is not clear that the input of
nitrogen directly to the water surface via the rainfall
itself is a critical issue. However, it is also clear that
the relative importance of the direct atmospheric deposition will be greatest for shallow waters, with small
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

FIG. 1. Estimated annual deposition rates of nitrogen species
to the area around State College, PA, as revealed by data collected in the NOAA AIRMoN network. Wet deposition and dry
are depicted separately, as the lower and upper parts of the bars,
respectively.

watersheds serving them. Such is precisely the case
for the Chesapeake Bay eastern shore estuaries to
which Fig. 2 pertains. There is no doubt, however, that
many more observations and a considerably improved
understanding of the processes involved will be required before any association between atmospheric
deposition and fish kills is substantiated.
Figure 3 illustrates the area from which emissions
into the atmosphere are most likely to affect the
Chesapeake Bay system, based on a computer model
(Dennis 1997) designed to simulate the atmospheric
transport and deposition of nitrogen compounds emitted from sources of all kinds (power plants, industry,
automobiles, agriculture, etc.). The area of the airshed
is not precisely determined. Two points need to be
emphasized. First, the airshed is different for different pollutants, but so far the attention has been only
on nitrogen compounds. Second, it is not only deposition directly to the water surface itself that is of importance but also the deposition to the surrounding
watershed, of which some is transmitted through
ground water and streamflow to the bay. This transmission of pollutants through the terrestrial biosphere
is a key area of uncertainty in assessing the relative
impact of atmospheric deposition on aquatic ecosystems. Figure 3 is the product of a regional model designed to couple with terrestrial and aquatic pollution
transmission and watershed retention models, to yield
an integrated picture of how atmospheric, terrestrial,
and aquatic processes combine to influence vulnerable
coastal ecosystems. Once again, it is the interaction
of the earth, water, and air that constitutes the focus
1
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FIG. 2. The delivery of nitrogen to waters of the Chesapeake Bay during the third quarter of 1997, during the period of reported fish
kills in the same waters by Pfiesteria-like organisms (at times indicated by the horizontal bars). Deposition data are from an AIRMoNwet site located on Smith Island in the Chesapeake Bay.

of concern, and the application of the product is directly related to the products of combustion. We return again to something that approximates the simple
Aristotelian view.
4 . The challenges f o r meteorology
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FIG. 3. The watershed and the airshed of the Chesapeake
Bay, as derived using a numerical model to study the transport
and deposition of atmospheric nitrogen species (after Dennis
1997).
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There are many outstanding problems that prohibit
confident description of atmospheric roles in the integrated multimedia problem of coastal ecosystem
pollution. Many of these problems relate to the description of deposition processes, and originate in continuing difficulties in measurement for both wet and
dry deposition. Of the two, measurement of wet deposition is by far the easier, yet even for this there are
problems. In particular, nutrients deposited in rainfall
tend to be consumed by biological organisms during
the storage period between sample collection and
analysis; this is especially the case for ammonium.
AIRMoN sites use sampling protocols that minimize
biological activity in sample collections, by relying on
daily instead of weekly sample collection and by storing collections at low temperatures until analysis.
Vol. 7 9 , No.
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There is no dry deposition sampling
method that parallels the use of precipitation collection for wet deposition quantification. Instead, most contemporary
monitoring activities rely on the measurement of air concentrations and the
application of a site-specific deposition,
derived from more intensive micrometeorological studies as the ratio of the
eddy flux of a depositing pollutant to the
corresponding atmospheric concentration. Improvement of methods for measuring atmospheric deposition remains a
major requirement for the future.
Figure 4 shows the national array of
atmospheric deposition monitoring sites.
The array constitutes a nested network,
with routine measurements made in
larger subnetworks supported by more
intensive measurements made in smaller
subnetworks. The largest wet deposition
network is the National Atmospheric
Deposition Program (NADP), which
relies on weekly sampling of precipitation. This is supported by a smaller
subnetwork of daily sampling—
AIRMoN-wet. For dry deposition, the
largest network is the Clean Air Status
FIG. 4. The national deposition networks for wet deposition (upper diagram)
and Trends Network (CASTNet), with a and for dry deposition (lower diagram). In both cases, the open circles represent
smaller research network (AIRMoN-dry) stations of the AIRMoN array. Solid points are NADP sites for wet deposition
operating in conjunction with it. There is and CASTNet sites for dry.
no clear consensus that would presently
allow these networks to be collapsed into
one entity. In fact, siting requirements are such that it Brown (1984) and Patrinos et al. (1989) report on studis often difficult to collocate dry with wet sampling ies made of wet deposition downwind of Philadelphia
systems (e.g., see Hicks et al. 1990).
and Washington, respectively. Their results are summarized in Table 2. Data such as those of Table 2 are
The various networks are described at the follow- rare but support the contention that there is indeed
more deposition downwind of urban areas. There is no
ing Internet addresses:
available information on how far these elevated wet
deposition patterns might extend. However, data from
NADP:
http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu
CASTNet: http://www.epa.gov/ardpublic/acidrain/ a study conducted near St. Louis, Missouri (see Hales
castnet
and Dana 1979), indicate that wet deposition maxima
AIRMoN: http://www.arl.noaa.gov/research/pro- occur within about 30 km of the city (although obvigrams/airmon.
ously a function of the speed of movement of the storm
cell). From the wet deposition viewpoint, the picture
The spatial coverage provided by these networks that arises is one of substantially elevated atmospheric
is far from adequate. For example, inspection of Fig. 4 deposition downwind of urban and industrial areas,
reveals very few sites in urban-influenced areas. with the wet deposition being focused on a region
Emissions from cities and urban areas are well known extending up to 30 or so kilometers downwind.
to influence downwind deposition. Patrinos and
For dry deposition, the problems are even more
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
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TABLE 2. Average enhancement of wet deposition of nitrate and
ammonium due to emissions from Washington, D.C., and Philadelphia, PA (from Patrinos and Brown 1984; Patrinos et al. 1989).
Values quoted are ratios of deposition downwind to deposition
upwind for storms that passed over the urban areas.
NO3-

NH.4+

Washington

2.0 ± 0.2

1.6 ±0.2

Philadelphia

1.6

1.4

severe. Not only are urban areas not well represented,
but sites (as in Fig. 4) must be located very carefully
to avoid violation of the basic requirements of the
methods of measurement. In essence, contemporary
dry deposition monitoring methods rely on the measurements of air concentrations at locations selected
to be as large and homogeneous as is possible; complex terrain and surface heterogeneity are specifically
avoided because there is no current capability to derive deposition velocities that are appropriate in such
circumstances. It follows that all network quantifications of dry deposition relate to a rather special subset
of the natural surface—that for which exchange parameterizations can be specified with confidence.

5 . Spatial interpolation
There are problems, therefore, with the spatial representativeness of both of the national deposition arrays—wet and dry. Moreover, the biases involved
impose a strong constraint against interpolating among
the stations that are operating. Dry deposition, in particular, is largely controlled by surface variables, so
that it is far from an ergodic process. Hence, use of
isopleth maps based on existing stations to estimate
dry deposition rates at intermediate locations is clearly
unwarranted. As an example, consider the situation in
the Great Lakes. There are dry deposition monitoring
stations located in the vicinity of the lakes, and if isopleths were drawn on the basis of these values, then
gross errors would arise in the estimation of values
appropriate for Lake Michigan; the surface of the lake
is water, and dry deposition to water surfaces is substantially different from that to terrestrial vegetation,
even if air concentrations were the same.
This constitutes an extension of a problem that has
plagued meteorological modeling: how to describe
1900

spatially averaged air surface exchange accurately in
models, and how to obtain spatial flux data to test the
model outputs. There are several ways in which the
problem is being attacked.
a. Detailed modeling
The zero-order assumption made in numerical
models is that the exchange characteristics of an area
are the same as those of some representative location
contained within it. Most models have progressed past
this point and construct a grid-cell approximation
from area-weighted averaging of the individual
surface-specific fluxes. Few models have yet taken the
next step, to recognize that edge affects can sometimes
be important.
It is widely accepted that models with smaller grid
cells yield better agreement between predictions and
site-specific observations of air surface exchange
rates. Studies using mesoscale models with changing
grid-cell size have demonstrated that coastal regions
require fine detail in order to get the fluxes right.
McQueen et al. (1997) adapted the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) to the region surrounding the Chesapeake Bay. They employed data
collected using a buoy centrally located in the bay to
test the ability of RAMS to predict the surface fluxes,
and showed that grid sizes of the order of 5 km or
smaller are needed. There is danger that results such
as these might be interpreted as evidence that all that
is needed is more computer power, so that models can
be run with improved spatial detail. This misses a
major point. The models are describing air surface
exchange on the assumption that the resistances involved are the same as those described in the flat-earth
field studies of the 1960s and 1970s (e.g., Swinbank
and Dyer 1967; Businger et al. 1971). In practice, there
are as yet few reliable data to use as yardsticks for
model evaluation in complex terrain. Coastal landscapes usually contain terrain where complexity defeats the dominant assumptions underpinning the
conventional micrometeorological formulations: horizontal homogeneity, flat terrain, and time stationarity.
This appears especially true of populated areas in
coastal regions.
b. Aircraft
Aircraft are now capable of overflying areas of differing complexity, to compare surface fluxes with
values predicted by current models. Figure 5 summarizes results obtained in two separate experiments,
conducted using the same aircraft over two different
Vol. 79, No. 9, SeptemberJ998
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surfaces. The aircraft in question is a
Twin Otter, operated by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Aircraft Operations Center
and fitted with a full complement of eddy
flux sensors (see Crawford et al. 1990)
and supported by fast response carbon
dioxide and ozone sensors to yield the
corresponding eddy fluxes. The upper
panel of Fig. 5 relates to studies conducted over flat farming land, with nearly
equal surface coverage by soybeans and
maize, near Bondville, Illinois (September 1997). The lower panel shows similar results for a far more complicated site
in southern Kansas: the Cooperative Air
Surface Exchange Site (CASES, April
1997). Each curve plotted in the diagram
represents an average of observations
made on several days. Comparison of the
two case studies illustrates the additional
variability in exchange introduced by
surface complexity, especially evident in
the ozone fluxes. For all fluxes, the spatial variability evident in the flatland example is of the order of ±10%. For the
heat fluxes, the CASES result indicates
variability that is substantially greater—
about ±30%. Ozone flux variability is
even large. In fact, the CASES situation
is not especially complicated. The surFIG. 5. Average variations in normalized eddy fluxes along flight paths over
face is dominated by agriculture, with
flat agricultural land (upper diagram) and over rolling farmland (lower). Note that
some areas of forest, in terrain that is best
the vertical scales are substantially different. Data were obtained using a NOAA
classified as rolling. At this time, no ad- Twin Otter aircraft fitted with a mobile flux platform (Crawford et al. 1990).
ditional discussion is warranted. The data Diagram courtesy of R. T. McMillen.
are still being analyzed. However, it is
clear that data such as are presented here
will form a basis for a new round of model develop- deposition occurs everywhere. An improvement might
ment, in which surface characteristics and exchange result if the deposition values were isoplethed over
rates will be a focus of attention.
some target averaging time, using only the subset of
deposition sites, so yielding answers for specific arc. Analysis of extremes
eas based on the isopleth information. This would
The approaches discussed briefly above are fairly overlook the fact that rainfall amount is a dominant
conventional. As time progresses, and as the need for factor in controlling the amount of chemical that falls
spatial interpolation methods becomes more urgent, in wet deposition. A further improvement would take
a less familiar approach may well prove worthy of con- the much larger body of information on precipitation
sideration. As an example, consider the case of wet amount into consideration. The question that immedeposition, for which there are many stations report- diately arises is how best to do this. In practice, coning the deposition of water but few reporting the centrations of material in rain are strongly influenced
chemical composition of the water that falls. A zero- by the amount of rain that falls. There is a dilution
order approach would be to assume that the average process involved.
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
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Convective rain clouds ingest air from the planetary boundary layer and scavenge pollutants from it.
The process is quite dynamic, with concentrations in
the rain collected at the surface varying through any
storm event. In concept, however, a storm cell can be
viewed as a scavenger of pollution (and of water) in
air that circulates through the cloud. As a first approximation, we might expect the concentrations in rain at
any specific location under the raining cell to remain
relatively constant with time. As another extreme,
consider stratiform precipitation, in which rain from
clouds well above the mixed layer falls through the
polluted air below and scavenges pollutants from it.
In this second extreme, concentrations measured at the
surface might well be expected to be inversely proportional to the amount of rain that is collected. On the
whole, neither extreme should be expected. Instead,
the natural case will fall between these extremes.
Figure 6 shows that this is indeed the case, for nitrogen concentrations [Cn] derived from the AIRMoN
station in central Pennsylvania (see Fig. 4). The relationship shown in Fig. 6 can then be used as a basis
for using the far more extensive precipitation data as
a basis for interpolating among the far fewer wet deposition sites.
The same kind of thinking can be used to address
the complex terrain issue that complicates the dry
deposition piece of the ecosystem loadings puzzle. In
this case, consider the simple relationship that connects the concepts of deposition velocity with the
multiple resistance framework of modern air-surface
exchange models:

FIG. 6. Dependence of concentration of nitrate [Cn] in rainfall
on the amount of rain that falls. Data are from the AIRMoN station at State College, PA. Heuristic arguments lead to the conclusion that a power law relationship might exist, as is indeed
supported by the observations. [Cn] is in mg_1. Precipitation
amount is in ml of sample collected.
1900

Vd=l/(Ra

+ Rb + R),

where Ra is the aerodynamic resistance (= w/w*2, with
a straightforward stability correction if conditions are
not near neutral), Rb is the quasi-laminar boundary
layer resistance, and R is the surface resistance (due
to factors like stomatal and cuticular processes of
plants). The quantity Rc is determined by the nature
of the surface itself and should be relatively unaffected
by terrain complexity. The other two resistances are
fundamental qualities of the atmosphere that might
well approach zero in some (but certainly not all) extreme complex terrain situations. For complex terrain
situations, therefore, an areally applicable deposition
velocity might well be closer to
Vd* = l/[Rc(Ra + Rb + Rc)]i/2
than the simpler relationship above.
As yet, there are no data to test suspicions like
these. It seems, however, that available methods for
addressing questions now confronting those trying to
model areal air surface exchange are not capable of
yielding directly relevant information. Aircraft studies offer promise, but to study fluxes in complex terrain will certainly require use of these methods in
places presently not feasible.

6 . Conclusions
The coastal environment that is at risk stretches
from the edge of the continental shelf to the foothills
bordering the coastal plain. This region is the focal area
for a major part of the nation's population, economy,
industry, and food production. Emissions from almost
all aspects of society migrate toward the coastal water bodies on which the population relies, and these
water bodies are deteriorating as a consequence. It has
recently been shown that declining health of coastal
ecosystems is not only due to pollution carried by runoff and streamflow; atmospheric deposition can be
considerable and at times can be dominant. The questions that arise involve interactions among all of the
media, and the pollutants of concern are largely the
products of combustion. This is the basis for the reference to the Aristotelian view of the environment, as
mentioned in the present title.
For meteorologists, the dominant questions that
arise relate to (a) the development of better methods
for measuring deposition and (b) the matter of spatial
Vol. 79, No. 9, SeptemberJ998
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extrapolation-interpolation given the few high quality data points actually available. For wet deposition,
the problem is much the same as that involved in assessing areally averaged precipitation, with very few
stations. For dry deposition, the situation is complicated further by the special considerations that control
siting of measurement stations. If the matter is oversimplified (e.g., by relying on isopleths drawn using
existing data on the incorrect assumption of representativeness), then atmospheric loadings will tend to be
underestimated, regulations will target surface emission sources more than is properly warranted, and the
results of any controls will not be as expected.
Acknowledgments. Thanks are due to many people who contributed in ways that perhaps they do not well appreciate—especially Bob McMillen, Rich Valigura, and Marv Wesely. I
appreciate the opportunity given to me by the AMS to present
these ideas concerning ecosystem linkages of our atmopsheric
science.
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